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Website Health Analysis
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Total Score Crawled Pages

100

Errors Warnings Notices

0 1220 598

Top Issues

47 pages don't have meta descriptions warnings 3% of total issues

7 pages have underscores in the URL warnings 0% of total issues

2 pages have too much text within the title tags warnings 0% of total issues

91%
Healthy (8) Broken (0) Have issues (65) Redirected (23) Blocked (4)
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Site Audit: Crawlability Issues
www.dmv-defenders.com | GoogleBot-Desktop

ERRORS 0 0

0 pages returned 5XX status code 0 0

0 pages returned 4XX status code 0 0

0 pages have duplicate content issues 0 0

0 pages have too large HTML size 0 0

0 redirect chains and loops 0 0

0 pages have slow load speed 0 0

WARNINGS 0 0

NOTICES 4 0

4 pages are blocked from crawling
About this issue: If a page cannot be accessed by search engines, it will never appear in search
results. A page can be blocked from crawling either by a robots.txt file or a noindex meta tag.
How to fix: Make sure that pages with valuable content are not blocked from crawling by
mistake.

4 0
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Backlink Analysis
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Backlinks: Totals
Root Domain: www.dmv-defenders.com

Total Backlinks

1.3K
The number of links pointing to the queried URL

Authority Score

27
Authority Score is a compound metric that measures the strength
and popularity of the domain. It is calculated based on Page Score,
Domain Score, Trust Score, and other data.

Referring IPs

122
The number of IPs pointing to the queried URL

Referring Domains

100
The number of Domains pointing to the queried URL

Backlinks: TLD Distribution
Root Domain: www.dmv-defenders.com

.gov

.edu

.com

.net

.org

other

Backlinks: Top Anchors
Root Domain: www.dmv-defenders.com

Anchors Percentage Domains Backlinks

http://dmv-defenders.com/ignition-interlock-devices-california 24% 1 315

Empty anchor 23% 1 301

https://www.dmv-defenders.com/ 7% 10 91

. 6% 17 79

http://dmv-defenders.com/dmv-defense-california-blog/ 5% 1 62

0 domains (0%)

1 domains (1%)

64 domains (66%)

6 domains (6%)

3 domains (3%)

23 domains (24%)
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Backlinks: Top Referring Domains
Root Domain: www.dmv-defenders.com

Root Domain Backlinks IP / Country

nap.edu 616  144.171.20.6

hourlyconsultant.com 124  5.135.5.105

inlandempirelawyers.com 86  199.34.228.70

californiadmvhearings.info 56  68.66.224.9

bizwebdirectory.com 26  198.54.116.113

Top backlinks
Root Domain: www.dmv-defenders.com

Referring page Title / Referring page URL Anchor text / Link URL Type

David H. Johnson, Attorney at Law - BizGhost.com
http://bizghost.com/places/david-h-johnson-attorney-at-law/

http://www.dmv-defenders.com/
http://www.dmv-defenders.com/

-

Sample Reinstatement Request Letter Related Keywords & Suggestions - Sample Reinstatement Request Letter Long Tail Keywords
http://www.keywordbasket.com/c2FtcGxlIHJlaW5zdGF0ZW1lbnQgcmVxdWVzdCBsZXR0ZXI/…

DMV Reinstatement Interview San Bernardino Driver Safety
https://dmv-defenders.com/wp-content/uploads/fat-acc.png

-

https://driverslicenseblogweb.puzl.com/importance more info
https://www.dmv-defenders.com/

-

https://driverslicenseblogweb.puzl.com/importance more info
http://dmv-defenders.com/

-

Tips for Finding a Driver's License Attorney
http://thedmvattorneyguide.snack.ws/

click here
https://www.dmv-defenders.com/

-

Backlinks: Follow vs Nofollow
Root Domain: www.dmv-defenders.com

93%
Follow (1.2K)

7%
Nofollow (96)

Backlinks: Types
Root Domain: www.dmv-defenders.com

Text
1.3K (99.1%)

Image
10 (0.8%)

Form
0

Frame
2 (0.2%)
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Rank Tracking
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Keyword Rankings 1 - 262 (262)

Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com

Volume
Diff

1. win a dmv hearing for fatal accident    1 0 n/a

2. dmv defense experts     1 0 n/a

3. how to schedule a school bus certificate hearing at the dmv  1 0 n/a

4. evidence at an administrative per se hearing   1 0 n/a

5. how to schedule an ambulance driver certificate hearing at the dmv   1 +3 n/a

6. why does the dmv revoke a school bus certificate   1 0 n/a

7. how to win a dmv hearing for dementia  1 0 n/a

8. why does the dmv suspend a driver license for a fatal accident  1 0 n/a

9. what is lapse of consciousness at the dmv   1 0 n/a

10. what happens at the end of an ambulance driver certificate hearing   1 0 n/a

11. how to win a lapse of consciousness hearing at the dmv  1 0 n/a

12. conduct a financial responsibility hearing at the dmv   1 0 n/a

13. what is medical probation at the dmv     1 0 n/a

14. why does the dmv suspend for a lapse of consciousness   1 0 n/a

15. evidence at an aps hearing    1 0 n/a

16. defense at administrative per se hearings  1 0 n/a

17. how to schedule a special certificate hearing at the dmv 1 0 n/a

18. how to win a dmv hearing for diabetes  1 0 n/a

19. field sobriety tests at an aps hearing  1 0 n/a

20. what is a reinstatement interview at the dmv    1 0 n/a

21. what happens if i cheat on a written test at the dmv   1 0 n/a

22. why does the dmv suspend a driver license for seizures    1 0 n/a

23. how to schedule a lapse of consciousness hearing at the dmv  1 0 n/a

06 Dec
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Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com

Volume
Diff

24. priority notice of re- examination     1 0 n/a

25. why does the dmv suspend a driver license for alzheimer s disease     1 0 n/a

26. field sobriety test at an administrative per se hearing 1 +1 n/a

27. how to conduct a lapse of consciousness hearing at the dmv  1 0 n/a

28. what is a school bus certificate hearing at the dmv   1 0 n/a

29. dmv defense    1 0 n/a

30. how to win a dmv hearing for epilepsy   1 0 n/a

31. how does the dmv suspend for a lapse of consciousness   1 0 n/a

32. what is a lack of skill suspension at the dmv  1 0 n/a

33. how to win a dmv re- examination  1 0 n/a

34. why does the dmv revoke an ambulance driver certificate     1 0 n/a

35. california vehicle code section 12805  1 0 n/a

36. why does the dmv suspend a driver license for road rage    1 0 n/a

37. cvc section 12805   1 0 n/a

38. what is an ambulance driver certificate hearing at the dmv   1 0 n/a

39. scheduling an administrative per se hearing    1 0 n/a

40. what is fraudulent activity at the dmv  1 0 n/a

41. how to win a special certificate hearing at the dmv   1 +1 n/a

42. administrative per se hearings    1 0 n/a

43. how to conduct a school bus certificate hearing at the dmv   1 0 n/a

44. what is a chemical test refusal at the dmv   1 0 n/a

45. what is a lapse of consciousness hearing at the dmv   1 0 n/a

46. defense at a dmv ambulance driver certificate hearing   1 0 n/a

47. what is fraud at the dmv    1 +3 n/a

48. how long will the dmv revoke my school bus certificate   1 0 n/a

49. winning an aps hearing   1 0 n/a

06 Dec
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Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com

Volume
Diff

50. defense at aps hearings  1 0 n/a

51. dmv notice of re- examination  1 +3 n/a

52. what are nots points at the dmv    1 0 n/a

53. defense at a dmv re- examination    1 0 n/a

54. cvc section 13372  1 0 n/a

55. defense at a financial responsibility hearin   1 0 n/a

56. conduct a fatal accident hearing at the dmv   1 +3 n/a

57. california vehicle code section 13372  1 0 n/a

58. win a fraudulent activity hearing at the dmv    1 0 n/a

59. dmv mental reexamination hearing    1 0 n/a

60. dmv hearing defense    1 0 n/a

61. how to win a dmv hearing for sleep apnea   1 0 n/a

62. what is a driver medical evaluation at the dmv   1 0 n/a

63. proof at a dmv financial responsibility hearing   1 0 n/a

64. what is a lack of skill at the dmv  1 0 n/a

65. what is a form ds-326 at the dmv   1 0 n/a

66. cvc section 13953    1 0 n/a

67. dmv special instruction permit   1 0 n/a

68. winning a lack of skill hearing at the dmv  1 +1 n/a

69. scheduling a financial responsibility hearing at the dmv   1 0 n/a

70. stay of suspension at an administrative per se hearing 1 0 n/a

71. zero-tolerance hearing at the dmv    1 0 n/a

72. dmv financial responsibility hearing    1 0 n/a

73. conduct a fraudulent activity hearing at the dmv   1 0 n/a

74. why does the dmv revoke a tow truck driver certificate   1 0 n/a

75. california vehicle code section 13369  1 0 n/a

06 Dec
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Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com

Volume
Diff

76. why does the dmv suspend a driver license for diabetes   1 0 n/a

77. defense at a dmv tow truck driver certificate hearing   1 0 n/a

78. california vehicle code section 13370  1 0 n/a

79. schedule a fraudulent activity hearing at the dmv   1 0 n/a

80. cvc section 13369   1 0 n/a

81. cvc section 13370   1 0 n/a

82. what is road rage at the dmv   1 0 n/a

83. how to schedule a negligent operator hearing     1 0 n/a

84. what does dmv consider to be fraudulent activity   1 0 n/a

85. conducting an administrative per se hearing   1 0 n/a

86. schedule a lack of skill hearing at the dmv   1 +2 n/a

87. why does the dmv suspend for a lack of skill  1 0 n/a

88. what does the dmv consider to be lapse of consciousness   1 0 n/a

89. defense at a dmv school bus certificate hearing  1 0 n/a

90. dmv aps hearing    1 +6 10

91. dmv fraudulent activity hearing    1 0 n/a

92. why does the dmv think i m a negligent operator  1 0 n/a

93. scheduling an aps hearing    1 0 n/a

94. how to win a dmv hearing for alzheimer s disease   1 0 n/a

95. winning a financial responsibility hearing at the dmv   1 0 n/a

96. what is a driver safety office    1 0 n/a

97. what is a dmv hearing officer  1 0 n/a

98. what are the penalties for fraudulent activity at the dmv  1 0 n/a

99. dmv defense expert   1 0 n/a

100. penalties for chemical test refusal at the dmv   2 0 n/a

101. what is an order of set aside or reinstatement at the dmv     2 0 n/a

06 Dec
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Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com

Volume
Diff

102. what is a forced blood test at the dmv   2 +1 n/a

103. what is a zero-tolerance hearing at the dmv    2 0 n/a

104. what does the dmv consider to be lack of skill  2 -1 n/a

105. stay of suspension at an aps hearing    2 0 n/a

106. what happens if i cheat at the dmv   2 0 n/a

107. cvc section 12809  2 +1 n/a

108. what happens if i cheat on a driving test at the dmv    2 0 n/a

109. administrative advocates   2 +1 n/a

110. what is a fraudulent activity hearing at the dmv    2 -1 n/a

111. what are the penalties for refusing a chemical test at the dmv   2 +2 n/a

112. winning an administrative per se hearing   2 +1 n/a

113. penalties at the dmv for road rage    2 0 n/a

114. what happens if i lose a lapse of consciousness hearing at the dmv   2 0 n/a

115. what is an administrative per se hearing    2 0 n/a

116. conduct a dmv hearing for road rage   2 0 n/a

117. what is the certificate action review board  2 0 n/a

118. what is a special certificate hearing at the dmv    2 0 n/a

119. schedule a dmv hearing for road rage     2 0 n/a

120. why does the dmv suspend a driver license for fraudulent activity   2 -1 n/a

121. win a hearing at the dmv for road rage 2 0 n/a

122. why does the dmv conduct a re- examination for a medical disorder   2 +2 n/a

123. why does the dmv revoke a special certificate   2 0 n/a

124. why does the dmv suspend a driver license for sleep apnea      2 0 n/a

125. do i need representation at a dmv re-examination     2 -1 n/a

126. how to win a dmv hearing for seizures    2 -1 n/a

127. why does the dmv conduct a re- examination for a nervous disorder 2 +1 n/a

06 Dec
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Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com

Volume
Diff

128. why does the dmv suspend a driver license for dementia   2 0 n/a

129. conducting a lack of skill hearing at the dmv  3 0 n/a

130. why did i receive a notice of re-examination from the dmv 3 0 n/a

131. dmv license suspension for financial responsibility   3 0 n/a

132. how to schedule a tow truck driver certificate hearing at the dmv   3 0 n/a

133. win a negligent operator hearing      3 0 n/a

134. cvc section 16070   3 0 n/a

135. schedule a dmv hearing for a fatal accident  3 +2 n/a

136. how did the dmv find out i have dementia  3 0 n/a

137. field sobriety tests at a dui hearing at the dmv  3 -1 n/a

138. why did a police officer give me a notice of priority re-examination to the dmv  3 0 n/a

139. what happens at a dmv re-examination    3 0 n/a

140. what is driving probation at the dmv   3 0 n/a

141. what does the dmv suspend a license for negligent operator    3 0 n/a

142. why does the dmv conduct a re- examination for habitual use  3 0 n/a

143. california vehicle code section 13953   3 0 n/a

144. what is a tow truck driver certificate hearing at the dmv  3 -1 n/a

145. filing false documents at the dmv    3 0 n/a

146. why does the dmv suspend a license for unfavorable medical information   3 0 n/a

147. what happens at the end of a school bus certificate hearing  3 -2 n/a

148. conducting an aps hearing   3 0 n/a

149. how long will the dmv revoke my ambulance driver certificate   3 0 n/a

150. dmv special certificate hearing  3 0 n/a

151. how do i prepare for a dmv re-examination    3 0 n/a

152. lapse of consciousness dmv hearing   4 0 n/a

153. strategy at an aps hearing    4 +1 n/a

06 Dec
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Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com

Volume
Diff

154. california vehicle code section 12809   4 -3 n/a

155. what is a lack of skill hearing at the dmv    4 0 n/a

156. what is a re-examination at the dmv  4 0 n/a

157. what does the dmv determine is a negligent operator     4 0 n/a

158. why does the dmv suspend for financial responsibility   4 +3 n/a

159. dmv zero tolerance hearing    4 0 n/a

160. dmv physical reexamination hearing   4 -1 n/a

161. temporary driver license at an aps hearing    4 -1 n/a

162. what is a priority re- examination at the dmv   4 0 n/a

163. why does the dmv suspend a driver license for epilepsy     4 +1 n/a

164. how to conduct a special certificate hearing at the dmv  4 -3 n/a

165. cvc section 14103  4 0 n/a

166. what is financial responsibility at the dmv     4 +1 n/a

167. how to conduct an ambulance driver certificate hearing at the dmv   4 -1 n/a

168. dmv fatality hearing  4 -2 n/a

169. cvc section 15302   4 0 n/a

170. scheduling a dui hearing at the dmv    5 0 n/a

171. why does the dmv conduct a re- examination for a physical disorder   5 -2 n/a

172. what is a special certificate at the dmv  5 0 n/a

173. what is an order of suspension revocation at the dmv   5 0 n/a

174. what is a tow truck driver certificate at the dmv   5 -1 n/a

175. why does the dmv suspend for a chemical test refusal  5 +1 n/a

176. dmv order of suspension revocation    5 0 10

177. why does the dmv conduct a re- examination for a mental disorder 5 0 n/a

178. how long will the dmv revoke my tow truck driver certificate  5 0 n/a

179. how did the dmv find out i have seizures  5 -1 n/a

06 Dec
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Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com

Volume
Diff

180. temporary driver license at an administrative per se hearing   5 0 n/a

181. conduct a negligent operator hearing     5 0 n/a

182. aps hearings  5 +1 n/a

183. cvc section 14250 6 0 n/a

184. refusal hearings at the dmv    6 0 n/a

185. strategy at an administrative per se hearing     6 -1 n/a

186. what is a negligent operator at the dmv   6 0 n/a

187. how did the dmv find out i have epilepsy  6 0 n/a

188. california vehicle code section 16070  6 0 n/a

189. how did the dmv find out i have diabetes    6 0 n/a

190. scheduling dmv hearings   6 0 n/a

191. administrative per se suspension   6 +1 n/a

192. how to conduct a tow truck driver certificate hearing at the dmv    6 -1 n/a

193. what is a negligent operator hearing    6 +1 n/a

194. california vehicle code section 15302    6 0 n/a

195. why does the dmv conduct hearings   6 -1 n/a

196. california vehicle code section 14250 7 -1 n/a

197. how does the dmv learn about fraudulent activity    7 0 n/a

198. what are the dmv penalties for negligent operator   7 0 n/a

199. driver license suspension for violation of dui probation    7 0 n/a

200. how to contact the driver safety office   7 0 n/a

201. what is an aps hearing    7 0 n/a

202. why does the dmv suspend a driver license for forced blood   8 -1 n/a

203. nots points   8 0 n/a

204. cvc section 12806   8 0 n/a

205. dmv penalties for financial responsibility  8 0 n/a

06 Dec
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Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com

Volume
Diff

206. aps license suspension    8 -1 n/a

207. california vehicle code section 14103 8 0 n/a

208. conducting dmv hearings   8 -1 n/a

209. how did the dmv find out i have sleep apnea    8 -1 n/a

210. conducting a dui hearing at the dmv    9 +1 n/a

211. schedule dmv hearing  9 -2 20

212. nots hearing     9 0 n/a

213. negligent operator for commercial driver    9 0 n/a

214. dmv negligent operator hearing    9 0 10

215. cvc section 23136    10 0 n/a

216. what is a school bus certificate at the dmv    11 0 n/a

217. cvc section 23154     11 0 n/a

218. california vehicle code section 23154    11 0 n/a

219. defense at dui hearings at the dmv  11 0 n/a

220. cvc section 13359   11 -2 n/a

221. evidence at a dui hearing at the dmv   12 -4 n/a

222. negligent operator points     12 0 50

223. winning dmv hearings   13 -1 n/a

224. why does the dmv think i had road rage    13 0 n/a

225. california vehicle code section 13359 13 -1 n/a

226. winning a dui hearing at the dmv   16 +1 n/a

227. dmv hearings  16 +2 90

228. what is an ambulance driver certificate at the dmv     16 0 n/a

229. california vehicle code section 23136    17 -1 n/a

230. what is a confidential morbidity report  17 -3 n/a

231. why do doctors prepare confidential morbidity reports  17 +5 n/a

06 Dec
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Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com

Volume
Diff

232. strategy for a dui hearing at the dmv    19 +1 n/a

233. dmv dui hearing   19 +6 110

234. california vehicle code section 12806     21 -6 n/a

235. cvc section 16004  23 0 n/a

236. dmv hearing help    24 +4 n/a

237. why did my doctor report me to the dmv    28 +2 n/a

238. california vehicle code section 16004   29 -1 n/a

239. how does the dmv suspend a driver license   30 -1 n/a

240. what is a notice of appointment at the dmv     37 0 n/a

241. cvc section 23152   37 -4 n/a

242. california vehicle code section 23152    41 -3 20

243. under age 21 suspension at the dmv   42 0 n/a

244. dmv courtesy notice    65 -3 n/a

245. dui hearings at the dmv    71 -1 n/a

246. california vehicle code section 23140    74 +8 10

247. cvc section 12810   83 +17 n/a

248. why does the dmv suspend a driver license of under age 21 drivers   96 +4 n/a

249. what is a form ds-699   - n/a

250. failing a written test at the dmv     - n/a

251. failing a driving test at the dmv   - n/a

252. cvc section 23140   - n/a

253. california vehicle code section 23153   - n/a

254. cvc section 23153     - n/a

255. what is the carb     - 1,900

256. penalties at the dmv for a fatal accident   - n/a

257. how did the find out i have alzheimer s disease    - n/a

06 Dec
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Keyword SERP Features
dmv-defenders.com
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Diff

258. dui license suspension    - 210

259. what happens at the end of a tow truck driver certificate hearing   - n/a

260. california vehicle code section 12810   - n/a

261. what is a report of vision examination at the dmv   -10 n/a

262. searched term - 18,100

06 Dec
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